About Big Potential
Big Potential, a BIG Lottery Fund grant fund, will deliver approximately £20m of grant funding

help to close that deal. The Advanced route is also available to organisations that need help securing a
contract. Grants of between £50,000 and £150,000 are available.

over 3 years to eligible VCSE organisations with the aim of improving the sustainability, capacity
and scale of VCSE organisations in order that they may deliver greater social impact.

WHO CAN APPLY?
Breakthrough

The programme aims to raise awareness of the social investment market and support VCSEs who want
to prepare themselves for social investment or winning contracts.

VCSE organisations based in England who are thinking about taking on social investment and have the
ambition to raise up to £500,000 of repayable investment can apply to the Breakthrough route. Why not

Big Potential has two possible application routes - Breakthrough and Advanced.
HOW MUCH CAN VCSES APPLY FOR?
Breakthrough
Eligible VCSE organisations will be able to access specialist one to one support from the Big Potential
programme partners before making an application for a grant to undertake more in-depth investment

check if your organisation is eligible to apply for a Big Potential grant.
Advanced
VCSE organisations based in England who are thinking about taking on social investment and have the
ambition to raise over £500,000 of repayable investment and/or win a contract of above £1million can
apply for the Advanced route.

readiness work with one of Big Potential’s approved providers.
WHAT IS UNIQUE ABOUT BIG POTENTIAL?
There are two different types of grant; Preliminary Grants and Investment Plan Grants.
Preliminary Grants are available to VCSEs at the initial stage of their social investment journey that are
yet to determine what type of social investment will be appropriate for their needs. VCSEs can apply for

Not just skilling up: opportunity to actually raise new investment and/or win contracts
Fully supported application process: diagnostic service that supports organisations looking at social
investment for the first time

Preliminary Grants of between £20,000 to £30,000.
Access to high quality specialist support: from the fund’s approved providers that have a proven track
Investment Plan Grants are available to VCSEs that already have a social investment proposition and

record to helping similar organisations successfully raise new investment and/or win contracts.

know what the deal might look like. VCSEs can apply for Investment Plan Grants of between £40,000 to
£50,000.

GET IN TOUCH

VCSEs can apply for both types of grant but we would not expect any one organisation to receive more

Visit www.bigpotential.org.uk to find out more about the big potential programme. Got a question, give

than £75,000 in total.

us a call on 020 3096 7900 and talk to a member of the team.

Advanced
The Advanced route of Big Potential will be available to VCSEs that are clear about how social
investment could work for them and can describe a potential deal or interest from investors and need

